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Beginning Oracle Application Express 4.2Apress, 2013

	Beginning Oracle Application Express 4.2 introduces version 4.2 of the popular and productive Oracle Application Express development platform. Called APEX for short, the platform enables rapid and easy development of web-based applications that make full use of Oracle Database. The release of APEX 4.2 brings extensive new...
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Solaris 9 Network Administration Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram CX-310-044)Que, 2003
This cram sheet contains the distilled, key facts about the Solaris 9 Network Administrator exam. Review this information just before you enter the testing center, paying special attention to those areas where you feel that you need the most review. You can transfer any of these facts from your head onto a blank sheet of paper immediately before...
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Mahara 1.2 E-Portfolios: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Mahara is a user-centred environment with a permissions framework that enables different views of an e-portfolio to be easily managed. These views helps you display your artefacts - text files, spreadsheets, images, and videos - in a way you choose and to the people you want. You can also create online communities and social networks through...
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The Basics of Information Security: Understanding the Fundamentals of InfoSec in Theory and PracticeSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Boring, boring, boring. Isn’t this what immediately comes to mind when one
	sees books on foundational concepts of information security? Monotonous
	coverage of theory, dry details of history, brief yet inadequate coverage of every
	topic known to man, even though you know that you’ll never be hired by the
	NSA as a...
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VMware vSphere PowerCLI Reference: Automating vSphere AdministrationSybex, 2011

	The book is, of course, primarily targeted at administrators of vSphere environments who want to automate tasks. But the subjects that we discuss in the book cover so many aspects of the management of a VMware vSphere environment that everyone who comes into contact with a VMware vSphere environment will be able to pick up something...
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Linux Pocket Guide, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2012

	Welcome to Linux! If you’re a new user, this book can serve as a quick introduction, as well as a guide to common and practical commands. If you have Linux experience, feel free to skip the introductory material.
	
		If you use Linux in your day-to-day work, this popular pocket guide is the perfect on-the-job reference. The...
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Sams Teach Yourself Word 2003 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to Word 2003 and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Word 2003 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in Word. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour...
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SQL CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
You know the rudiments of the SQL query language, yet you feel you aren't taking full advantage of SQL's expressive power. You'd like to learn how to do more work with SQL inside the database before pushing data across the network to your applications. You'd like to take your SQL skills to the next level.
 		

...
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Ajax: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Is Ajax a new technology, or the same old stuff web developers have been using for years? Both, actually. This book demonstrates not only how tried-and-true web standards make Ajax possible, but how these older technologies allow you to give sites a decidedly modern Web 2.0 feel. Ajax: The Definitive Guide explains how to use standards like...
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ASP.NET MVC 4 Mobile App DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 framework is used to build scalable web applications with the help of design patterns and .NET Framework. The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is a design principle which separates the components of a web application. This separation helps you to modify, develop, and test different components of a web application.

...
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C++ 2013 for C# DevelopersApress, 2014

	C++/CLI was originally envisioned as a high-level assembler for the .NET runtime, much like C is often considered a high-level assembler for native code generation. That original vision even included the ability to directly mix IL with C++ code, mostly eliminating the need for the IL assembler ilasm.

	

	As the design of C++/CLI...
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Jess in Action: Java Rule-Based SystemsManning Publications, 2003
A practical handbook for anyone interested in programming rule-based systems and written by the creator of the popular Java rule engine, Jess, this book is structured around a series of large, fully developed practical examples of rule-based programming in Java. After the topic of rule-based systems is introduced, software developers and...
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